Press note

Today (3rd August 2020) Hyderabad city Police-South zone has conducted a Mela for the closing of Rowdy sheets against persons with good behavior. The program held in Salarjung Museum Auditorium.

The South Zone police have removed from the police records the names of 31 rowdy sheeters who were well-mannered and away from crime. The City Police Commissioner Sri. Anjani Kumar, IPS was the chief guest at the event.

During the program Sri. Anjani Kumar, IPS, Commissioner of Police, Hyderabad addressed with gathering that We have removed from the police records the names of 31 rowdy sheeters who had a good attitude in the south zone and stayed away from crime. It is an opportunity for all of them to enjoy a new life. All of them have gone to jail for making mistakes and committing crimes in the past. But now there is a chance that they all want to be ordinary citizens who are ideal and live happily with family. The 31 Rowdy sheeters if returned to commit any crimes, violating law and order Will go to jail again. So live a normal life.

Sri.DS.Chauhan, IPS, Addl.CP. L&O, Sri.Tarun Joshi, IPS, Jt.CP. Special Branch, Sri.Gajarao Bhupal, IPS, DCP South Zone, and Sri.Rafeeq, Addl.DCP, South zone have attended the program.